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Embeddings of the standard model in type II string theory typi ally ontain
a variety of U (1) gauge fa tors arising from D-branes in the bulk. In general, there is no
reason why only one of these - the one orresponding to weak hyper harge - should be
massless. Observations require that standard model parti les must be neutral (or have an
extremely small harge) under additional massless U (1)s, i.e. the latter have to belong
to a so alled hidden se tor. The ex hange of heavy messengers, however, an lead to a
kineti mixing between the hyper harge and the hidden-se tor U (1)s, that is testable with
near future experiments. This provides a powerful probe of the hidden se tors and, as a
onsequen e, of the string theory realisation itself. In the present paper, we show, using a
variety of methods, how the kineti mixing an be derived from the underlying type II string
ompa ti ation, involving supersymmetri and nonsupersymmetri on gurations of Dbranes, both in large volumes and in warped ba kgrounds with uxes. We rst demonstrate
by expli it example that kineti mixing o urs in a ompletely supersymmetri set-up where
we an use onformal eld theory te hniques. We then develop a supergravity approa h
whi h allows us to examine the phenomenon in more general ba kgrounds, where we nd
that kineti mixing is natural in the ontext of ux ompa ti ations. We dis uss the
phenomenologi al onsequen es for experiments at the low-energy frontier, sear hing for
signatures of light, sub-ele tronvolt or even massless hidden-se tor U (1) gauge bosons and
mini harged parti les.
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1. Introdu tion

Many extensions of the standard model (SM) ontain hidden se tors that have no renormalizable intera tions with SM parti les. Notably, realisti embeddings of the standard
model in E8  E8 heteroti losed string theory as well as in type I, IIA, or IIB open string
theory with branes, often require the existen e of hidden se tors for onsisten y and for
supersymmetry breaking1.
At the quantum level, hidden-se tor parti les will intera t with SM parti les through
the ex hange of massive messengers that ouple to both the hidden and visible se tors, and
this an lead to dete table tra es of hidden se tor physi s. A unique window to hidden
se tors is provided by hidden Abelian gauge bosons. In fa t, hidden se tor gauge groups
1 For reviews whi h emphasize the o uren e of hidden se tors in the ontext of string phenomenology,
see e.g. Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4℄.
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often ontain U (1) gauge fa tors whi h generi ally mix kineti ally [5, 6℄ with the hyperharge U (1) of the visible se tor, leading to terms in the low-energy e e tive Lagrangian
of the form
L  41g2 F(a) F(a) 41g2 F(b) F(b) + 2g abg F(a) F (b) + m2ab A(a) A(b) ;
(1.1)
a

a b

b

where a(b) labels the visible (hidden) U (1), with eld strength F(a(b)) and gauge oupling
ga(b) . The dimensionless kineti mixing parameter ab , appearing in front of the e e tive
renormalizable operator in Eq. (1.1), an be generated at an arbitrarily high energy s ale
and does not su er from any kind of mass suppression from the messengers that indu e it.
This makes it an extremely powerful probe of high s ale physi s; its measurement ould
provide lues to physi s at energies that may never be a essible to olliders.
The mass mixing term m2ab in Eq. (1.1) is, in the ontext of string theory, usually
asso iated with the Stu kelberg me hanism of mass generation for anomalous U (1)s (see,
e.g., Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄). The m2ab e e ts were examined re ently in the framework of the
\Stu kelberg Z 0 model" in [12, 13, 14℄ whereby a massive (typi ally O(TeV)) boson (whi h
may also kineti ally mix with the hyper harge) ouples to the standard model parti les
dire tly via su h a mass mixing, allowing it to be produ ed at the LHC; the large mass
a ounts for its urrent invisibility (see also Refs. [15, 16, 17, 18℄). It is ertainly a very
plausible string-inspired model (possibly even a predi tion).
Here, following our earlier work [19, 20℄, we will address the e e t and the generation
of the kineti mixing term ab. We shall propose sear hing for truly hidden gauge elds
whi h are anomaly-free and massless. In the presen e of light or massless hidden fermions,
this may be dete ted thanks to the kineti mixing generated at loop level. This is a
omplementary string-motivated s enario, potentially providing di erent information about
the ompa t spa e of string theory whi h may be impossible to ever obtain dire tly. An
exhaustive study of the predi ted size of kineti mixing in realisti ompa ti ations of
heteroti string theory has been performed in Ref. [21℄. Type II models were onsidered
in previous work [19, 20℄ where we examined the mixing in non-supersymmetri string
set-ups between branes and antibranes in large toroidal volumes and suggested that the
non-observation of kineti mixing may be able to pla e bounds on the string s ale in more
general s enarios, or alternatively may pla e a lower bound on the kineti mixing to be
observed based on the urrently favoured string s ale. However a systemati and rigorous
study in the ontext of type II string models is still la king, and this is the goal the present
paper pursues.
Why would one expe t kineti mixing to be of interest in the ontext of type II models?
Kineti mixing appears in a Lagrangian when massive modes oupling to di erent U (1)s
are integrated out [5, 22℄. In the type II ontext, hidden U (1)s arise as D-branes in the
bulk that have no interse tion with the branes responsible for the visible se tor. The
heavy modes that are integrated out orrespond to open strings stret hed between the
visible and hidden sta ks of branes. This an also be understood in the losed string
hannel as mediation by light or massless losed string (i.e. bulk) modes. The motivation
for a omprehensive study in type II theories therefore derives from the following general
{2{

observations: in type II string ompa ti ations, hidden U (1)s are ubiquitous, and there
is no reason to expe t all of them to be anomalous and hen e heavy. Furthermore, the
Ramond se tor on interse ting D-branes always yields the massless harged matter fermions
that ould make the kineti mixing dete table.
The type II models an be further subdivided into two lasses depending on how urved
the ompa t spa e is supposed to be. First there are models in whi h the ompa t spa e
plays the role of a large quasi- at bulk volume. These in lude the D-branes at singularities
(so alled bottom-up) models [23℄. For the sake of simpli ity we will also pla e within this
lass models in whi h interse ting D6-branes wrap 3- y les on toroidal ba kgrounds [24℄,
despite the volumes in this ase being restri ted to be rather small. The se ond lass
of models are those in whi h the ompa t volume is signi antly warped and RandallSundrum [25, 26℄ like. In this lass of models, whi h in ludes the KKLT s enario [27, 28℄,
the standard model branes are typi ally assumed to be lo ated at the bottom of a warped
throat. Hidden branes may be present for a variety of reasons, su h as tadpole and/or
anomaly an ellation in the former lass, or \uplift" in KKLT s enarios.
In the present paper, we shall extend the dis ussion of Refs. [19, 20℄ to onsider set-ups
in both of these ategories, involving supersymmetri and nonsupersymmetri on gurations of D-branes, both in large volumes and in warped ba kgrounds with uxes. Our
analysis (beginning in the following se tion) will demonstrate that kineti mixing between
visible and massless hidden U (1)s is an interesting possibility to sear h for in forth oming
experiments. Clearly the issue of Stu kelberg masses and kineti mixing are related, so
one of the main aims of this paper will be to show how to disentangle them in the string
al ulation. We will show using a variety of methods how both the kineti mixing and
the Stu kelberg mass mixing an be derived from the underlying type II string ompa tiation. We will demonstrate by expli it example that kineti mixing an o ur without
Stu kelberg masses in a ompletely supersymmetri set-up where we an use onformal
eld theory (CFT) te hniques. We will then develop a supergravity approa h whi h allows
us to examine the phenomenon in more general ba kgrounds, where we nd that kineti
mixing is natural in the ontext of ux ompa ti ations.
1.1 Review: dete tion of hidden-se tor U (1)s and urrent limits
Before beginning the analysis, we would like to review the possible methods of dete tion of
hidden-se tor U (1)s, and the urrent observational limits. The masses of the hidden-se tor
photons and matter, and the kineti mixing all ome in to play, and be ause of this we
will here give as general a dis ussion as possible, in parti ular elu idating the experimental
di eren es in the possible dete tion of massless versus massive hidden U (1)s. Indeed, the
best way to sear h dire tly for the hidden-se tor U (1) gauge boson ( 0) depends primarily
on its hitherto undetermined mass. For a mass in the range mZ  100 GeV . m 0 . 1 TeV,
pre ision ele troweak tests an be used [15, 16℄ to set an upper limit  . few  10 2 on
the mixing parameter whi h will be only mildly improved by future measurements at the
high-energy frontier by LHC and ILC [17, 18, 14℄. For smaller masses, the best limits arise
from sear hes for $ 0 os illations [29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄ and for deviations from Coulomb's
law ( f. Fig. 1). Note however that, if the hidden-se tor U (1) photons are massless (i.e. the
{3{

Upper limits on the kineti mixing parameter  versus the hidden-se tor U (1) gauge
boson mass m , from ele troweak pre ision tests (EWPT) at LEP and future experiments at LHC
and ILC [17, 18, 14℄, from sear hes for deviations of the Coulomb law [34, 35℄, and from sear hes
for signatures of $ os illations, exploiting, as a photon sour e, urrent and future laboratory
lasers (light-shining-through-a-wall (LSW) experiments) [30℄, future mi rowave avities [31℄, or the
sun [32, 33℄.

Figure 1:

0

0

gauge symmetry is unbroken), then in the absen e of light hidden matter there is no limit
on its mixing with hyper harge (be ause the e e t an be reabsorbed by a rede nition of
the hyper harge oupling onstant).
This is di erent if, in addition to the possibly light hidden-se tor U (1) gauge bosons,
there are light hidden-se tor matter parti les whi h are harged under the hidden-se tor
U (1) gauge symmetry. These ould in lude for example a hidden-se tor fermion h with a
bare oupling to A(b) given by
L  hA=(b) h:
(1.2)
Su h parti les are known to show up as ele tri ally mini harged parti les, with their ele tri harge being proportional to the gauge kineti mixing parameter [5℄. Indeed, upon
diagonalizing the gauge kineti term in Eq. (1.1) by the shift
A(b) ! A~(b) + A(a) ;
(1.3)
the oupling term (1.2) gives rise to a oupling with the visible gauge eld A(a) ,
h A
=(b) h ! h A
=~(b) h + h A
=(a) h;
(1.4)
{4{

Upper limits on the fra tional harge  = Q =e of a hidden-se tor fermion with mass m .
Some of the limits only apply if there is also an ultralight hidden-se tor U (1) gauge boson whi h
gives rise to the mini harge    by gauge kineti mixing with the photon. Laboratory limits arise
from laser polarization and light-shining-through-a-wall (LSW) experiments [30℄, from energy loss
onsiderations of RF avities [36℄, from sear hes for the invisible de ay of orthopositronium [37℄, from
Lamb shift measurements [38℄ and from sear hes at a elerators [39, 40℄. Limits from osmology
are due the non-observation of a signi ant distortion of the spe trum of the osmi mi rowave
ba kground (CMB) radiation [41℄ (for a limit exploiting the CMB anisotropy, see Ref. [42℄), due
to the apparent su essfullness of standard big bang nu leosynthesis (BBN) [43℄, and due to the
observational requirement that the ontribution of MCPs to the energy density should not over lose
the universe, = = rit < 1 [44℄. Finally, an astrophysi al limit an be pla ed by energy loss
onsiderations of red giants [43℄.
Figure 2:

orresponding to a possibly small, non-integer harge with respe t to the visible se tor
U (1),
(1.5)
Qh(a) = gb   e:
Hen e in a wide lass of models one an also look experimentally for signatures of the
virtual or a tual presen e of ele tri ally mini harged parti les (MCPs). For low MCP
masses, m . 0:1 eV, the best urrent laboratory limits on the ele tri harge ( f. Fig. 2),
 . few  10 7 [30℄2 , are obtained from laser polarization experiments [45, 46℄, su h as
BFRT [48℄, PVLAS [49, 50℄, and Q&A [51℄, where linearly polarized laser light is sent
through a transverse magneti eld, and hanges in the polarization state are sear hed
2 If there are hidden-se tor photons in addition to the MCPs this bound may be somewhat weakened.
The most robust bound then omes from light-shining-through-a-wall experiments dis ussed below [47℄.
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for. Su h hanges would signal that some photons are being retarded by intera tions with
virtual hidden-se tor matter (the SM e e t being too small to observe), or are being lost
by pair produ tion of hidden-se tor matter parti les. Other laser experiments, exploiting
a light-shining-through-a-wall te hnique, su h as ALPS [52℄, BFRT [53℄, BMV [54℄, GammeV [55℄, LIPSS [56℄, OSQAR [57℄, and PVLAS [58℄ are sensitive to $ 0 os illations
whi h an be indu ed, even for massless 0s, by the presen e of virtual hidden-se tor matter
in a magnetized va uum [47℄; urrent LSW data provide a limit of  =  . 2  10 6 , for
m 0 = 0 and m . 0:1 eV [30℄. A omparable laboratory limit,  . 10 6 , for m . 1 meV,
an be inferred from the non-observation of an ex essive energy loss due to S hwinger pair
produ tion of mini harged parti les in the strong ele tri elds in super ondu ting a elerator avities [36℄. In the mass range from eV up to the ele tron mass, the best laboratory
limits,  . 3  10 5 , arise from sear hes for the invisible de ay of orthopositronium [37℄,
while in the higher mass range the a elerator limits dominate; these, however, are rather
loose ( f. Fig. 2 and Refs. [39, 40℄). Bounds involving osmology or astrophysi s are seemingly mu h better, notably in the sub-ele tron mass region ( f. Fig. 2). However these
limits, in parti ular those arising from BBN and energy loss onstraints from red giants,
are more model-dependent and an be onsiderably milder in ertain parameter ranges of
hidden-se tor parti les and intera tions [59, 60, 61℄.
It is therefore reasonable to suppose that urrent and near future laser experiments have
the potential to dete t the presen e of a hidden massless or light U (1) gauge eld oupled
to harged hidden light (. O(eV)) matter. There is nothing to forbid these in the hiddense tors of type II string theory; assuming a olle tion of interse ting branes at some lo ation
of the ompa t spa e removed from the visible se tor, there will be U (1) fa tors of various
masses and initially massless hiral multiplets. After supersymmetry breaking (presumably
gravity-mediated) the harged bosons a quire masses, leaving massless fermions that we
shall be interested in probing for; the harged bosons, we shall assume, a quire similar
masses to their visible ounterparts and are thus unobservable by the laser experiments
previously mentioned. We shall thus assume no hidden Higgs me hanism a ts to give
masses to the fermions, although this ould be relaxed provided the masses are suÆ iently
small.
1.2 Overview: kineti versus mass mixing in type II string theory

Before getting to the details of the di erent s enarios, we should make some general remarks
about kineti mixing in string theory and outline the various omputations we are going to
perform. We will also at this point larify the interplay between kineti mixing, Stu kelberg
mass and anomaly an ellation.
Kineti mixing an be understood in two ways: either as open strings stret hing between separated branes, or as losed strings propagating between them. In prin iple, a
string CFT omputation an give the mixing, as in the ase of toroidal models [19℄. However that approa h is limited in the sense that it an only address what an be done using
CFT: it an only be used in models with ba kgrounds that are orbifolds or orientifolds of
tori. In order to give a more general dis ussion it is far more useful to develop the e e tive supergravity approa h. This reprodu es the dominant ontributions to kineti mixing
{6{

when omputed as tree-level losed string propagation in toroidal ompa ti ations, and
allows us to onsider more general gravitational and/or ux ba kgrounds, depending on
the s enario in question. What the se ond method sometimes la ks in rigor, it more than
makes up for in generality.
We shall begin our dis ussion in earnest in the next se tion by onsidering kineti mixing in the ontext of D-brane models in type IIB string theory using the CFT approa h.
For example one an think of supersymmetri models based on an orbifolded torus with
an additional orientifolding. These supersymmetri models, rst dis ussed in Ref. [62℄,
are based on networks of wrapped interse ting D6-branes. They are a good starting point
be ause here al ulations an be done using CFT, and this will help us to develop an
intuition for when kineti mixing will o ur and when it will not. This is a deli ate question
be ause the kineti -mixing diagram is also the diagram for the mass term mixing visible
and hidden U (1)s, and a single one-loop open string diagram ontributes to both of the
terms in the Lagrangian of the form

(a) (b) 
m2ab A(a) A(b)  + ab F
(1.6)
2ga g F ;
b

where mab is the aforementioned Stu kelberg mass mixing, asso iated with anomalies and
their an ellation via the Green-S hwarz me hanism (a dis ussion of whi h an be found in
Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄). Massless U (1)s must have zero mixing, mab = 0, with all the other
U (1)s in the theory3 . Sin e both of the terms in Eq. (1.6) arise from the same diagrams,
how an ab be non-vanishing between two anomaly-free U (1)s when we must also have
mab = 0?
The answer is that, in order to get a ontribution to the Stu kelberg mass, one has to
extra t a 1=k2 pole from the appropriate one-loop integral (see Eq. (2.4) below). >From the
losed string point of view this orresponds to the Stu kelberg mass only getting ontributions from massless losed string modes. Su h ontributions are blind to the lo ation in the
ompa t dimensions of the di erent sour es. The non-pole ontributions in this integral
give rise to ab . Importantly these ontributions to ab are from both massless and massive
Kaluza Klein modes. The latter ertainly do are about the lo ation of the sour es in the
ompa t dimensions, and so ontributions to ab do not generally an el even when the
ontributions to mab do4. A s hemati example is shown in Fig. 3. The pi ture indi ates
a lo alized standard model visible se tor (on D6-branes, although the dimensionality is
irrelevant) and a hidden se tor U (1) living on a brane together with the image brane in
an orientifold plane. The ontributions from the brane to the Stu kelberg mass mixing
between hidden and visible photons an els that from its image. The same an ellation
does not o ur for kineti mixing, be ause the hidden brane and its image are separated.
3 Note that the onverse is not true: absen e of 4d anomalies does not guarantee absen e of Stu kelberg
masses be ause of possible 6d anomalies. Also mass mixing between U(1)s has been proposed in string
models as a means of supersymmetry-breaking mediation [63℄, but we will not onsider this possibility here.
4 From a more eld theoreti perspe tive we an argue as follows. Stu kelberg masses typi ally arise
from anomalies. Anomalies, however, do not are about the masses of the parti les, i.e. the length of the
stret hed open strings. In ontrast, kineti mixing depends on the masses of the parti les going around the
loop.
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Figure 3: S hemati illustration of the reason why kineti mixing need not an el between anomalyfree U (1)s. We show ontributions to photon mixing with hidden U (1)s in the presen e of an
orientifold plane: Stu kelberg mass-terms an el, whereas kineti mixing terms do not.

To demonstrate the validity of this general idea, in se tion 3 we will expli itly ompute
kineti mixing in a supersymmetri and tadpole-free onstru tion on a toroidal ba kground,
where we an al ulate it with a straightforward CFT treatment. If kineti mixing o urs
between anomaly-free U (1)s here, then we an be sure that it an be de oupled from the
question of anomaly an ellation. We begin in se tion 2 with the generalities of the CFT
al ulation. Then, in se tion 3, we present an anomaly-free toy model similar to those of
Refs. [62, 24℄, but of ourse on gured so as to have additional anomaly-free hidden U (1)s.
Following that, in se tion 4, we will demonstrate that the same result an be readily
omputed using the e e tive supergravity eld theory. As one might expe t, the supergravity approa h gives a more intuitive and general understanding whi h an then be applied to
alternative s enarios, where the global properties of the models are not so well understood.
In se tion 5, we onsider a version of the Randall-Sundrum set-up whi h mimi s the e e t
of warping. >From this we learn that kineti mixing an be large in su h models and is
only tamed by uxes generating suÆ iently large masses for the mediating losed string
elds. In parti ular the warping of the metri itself has no e e t on the size of the kineti
mixing. We then on rm this in se tion 6 by onsidering the more stringy set-up of U (1)s
lo ated at the tip of a Klebanov-Tseytlin throat.
2. The CFT

omputation of kineti

mixing: generalities

We begin by re onsidering kineti mixing in at ba kgrounds where we an use CFT.
Te hni ally the omputation is identi al to nding gauge threshold orre tions ( f. also
Refs. [64, 65, 66℄), but with a trivial but ru ial di eren e: the group-theoreti al prefa tors
{8{

are hanged. Typi ally, an anomaly-free U (1) is omposed of a linear ombination of the
U (1)s oming from di erent sta ks of branes. The di erent U (1)s will be labelled a; b and
the sta ks will get labels i; j 5 . The vertex operator des ribing U (1)a is given by
X
aV a;
Va =
(2.1)
i i
i

where we sum over sta ks i and the onstants ai are hosen so that the orresponding U (1)
is anomaly free. The individual vertex operator on a given sta k of branes i is given by (in
the zero-pi ture)
Via = ai " (X  + 2 0 (k  )  )eikX ;
(2.2)
where as usual " is the polarization ve tor,  and X  are worldsheet fermions and bosons
respe tively and ai is the Chan-Paton matrix on the sta k i. The anomaly free U (1)s are
the linear ombinations that obey
X
a tr (a ) = 0 :
(2.3)
i i i
i

The general expression for the amplitude we al ulate is then (in the losed string hannel) [7, 19℄
hVia Vjbi

= 4(

0 )2 tri (a )trj (b )" " (g k2
i

j

where the Green fun tion is given by

k k

X   00



4 (x)
4 (x)

)

Z

1

0

dl

Z

00 (0)
 (0)

1
0

dx ek

 k G



1  (0) ij
(82 0)2 3 (il) Z (il) ; (2.4)

1 4(x) ;
(2.5)
l 3 (il)
 and  are the ellipti theta and Dedekind eta fun tions, and tri ; trj denote that the tra e
is to be taken over the individual branes inside a sta k i or j . Zij is the partition fun tion
with spin stru ture  , with the ij indi es indi ating that it is in general a fun tion of the
displa ements between the sta ks. In the open string hannel, this is a non-planar diagram
(i.e. with the two vertex operators pla ed on di erent boundary sta ks).
The nal result for kineti mixing between say hyper harge Aa and a hidden anomalyfree U (1) Ab ontains a further i; j sum over all the relevant sta ks ontributing to ea h U (1)
as di tated by Eq. (2.1). Note that if we are onsidering an orbifold model with fra tional
branes where the branes are separated, only the non-fra tional omponent ontributes:
there an be no ontribution from twisted se tors be ause a displa ement between the
ends of the annulus diagram is not onsistent with an orbifold twist.
The form for the amplitude in the on-shell/low-energy limit k2 ! 0 will then be
(2.6)
hV a V b i = m2ab Aa Ab + gabg k2 Aa Ab :
a
G (x) =

2

0 g log

b

5 When orientifolds are present the images are ounted as di erent sta ks.
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Sin e the right hand side of Eq. (2.4) expli itly ontains the transverse stru ture
k2 g k k , the ontribution to the mass must ome from a 1=k2 pole of the integral. To
make the pole stru ture manifest we take the large l limit,
1
0 2
ek k G = e 4 2 k l ;
(2.7)
while the rest of the integrand an be generi ally expanded as

X   00 (x)
00(0)
1  (0) Z ij (il) / 1 + X N ( )e  l ;
4
(2.8)
ij
 (0) (82 0 )2 3 (il) 
 4 (x)
>0
where N ( ) ounts the multipli ity of losed-string modes at level (whi h in ludes KaluzaKlein and winding modes). The rst term orresponds to massless losed string states and
results in a 1=k2 pole, generating a mass-like term for the gauge elds. This term is i; j
independent. On the other hand, ab re eives ontributions from the se ond term whi h
does depend on the displa ement between i and j .
As we have already stated, the sum of all ontributions to the mass-term must be absent
between two anomaly-free gauge groups. These have been al ulated in, for example,
Ref. [7℄, where the role of the mass-mixing term is elu idated as the Stu kelberg mass
generated for anomalous gauge groups, whi h emerges when the gauge eld \eats" the
relevant losed string modes. (In the ase of D3-branes the modes that are eaten are NSNS B2 elds and R-R C2 elds, as will be ome apparent later.) At the same time, the
kineti mixing parameter  gets ontributions from both the pole and the non-pole parts
of the integrand, with the latter orresponding to massive intermediate states with 6= 0.
To give a spe i illustration, onsider the example of a single D3 brane and a D3
brane on a T 6 fa torized into 3 omplex 2-tori labelled by  = 1 : : : 3:


0 )3 (2)6 3 (0) Y X
 0 l    2 2 i
(
1
  

0
ij
Z (il) = Æ
2
8V6 9 (il)  q ;p exp 2T2 U2 jq + U p j U2 Im(zij (U p + q ))
(2.9)
where U ; T  are the omplex and Kahler moduli, and zij is the omplex separation
ve
tor
p


between branes i and j (s aled to be dimensionless; the true distan e is 2zij T2 =U2 ).
The above ontains the expe ted massless mode whose e e t an be seen in the l ! 1
limit:
Z 1
04
a
b
a
b

2


hVi Vj i = tri(i )trj (j )" " (g k k k ) dl (24 0 V) e 41 2 0 k2l
6
0



Y X
 0 l    2 2 i
  

1+
exp 2T U  jq +U p j U  Im(zij (U p +q )) (1+string mass terms):
 



ij

ij



 q ;p 6=0

2 2



2

(2.10)
We an see expli itly that only the rst term, 1, in the urly bra kets gives a zij independent
ontribution. The se ond term depends expli itly on the positions zij . Sin e it orresponds
to massive losed string modes it ontributes only to the kineti mixing.
The reason for negle ting terms of order the string mass in (2.10) is the familiar
exponential damping of massive modes beyond their wavelength; the phase fa tor in the
{ 10 {

above ensures that it is an a urate approximation to onsider only the Kaluza-Klein
expansion of the tori. This implies that it is the losed string modes whi h heavily dominate
the pro ess on e the branes are separated by more than a string length, and moreover that
we should be able very a urately to reprodu e the expression above using only eld theory
as we shall do in se tion 4.
The expe ted mass-mixing between the U (1)a of the D3, and the U (1)b of the D3
oming from the massless modes is found to be
Z
03
S  d4x 1 (2 ) Aa Ab  :
(2.11)
0



V6

Note that in the D3-D3 system we also have a ontribution from planar diagrams (i.e. with
both vertex operators pla ed on the same boundary in ontrast with Eqs. (2.4),(2.10)).
This generates gauge threshold orre tions but more importantly renders any gauge group
arried by the brane or antibrane massive. This is a onsequen e of the un an elled NS-NS
harges, i.e. that there is a nonzero osmologi al onstant. Hen e, due to the volume
suppression of the masses, this ould be a andidate for the Stu kelberg Z 0 s enario; we
make some remarks on this in appendix A. Moreover there is kineti mixing. We obtain
for  in Eq. (1.1)
hP
i
2i Im(p z  U  + q z  )
exp
0
3
X
 U2
(2 )
(2.12)
ab  ga gb
P
0 
 2
V6 q ;p 6=0
 T2 U2 jq + U p j










where zk is the displa ement between the brane and anti-brane in the k'th omplex 2-torus.
Note that the kineti -mixing term produ ed by the string amplitude, ab =ga gb , a tually
ontains no fa tors of the gauge oupling (sin e the vertex operators arry none), and that
in addition  depends on zk but the mass-mixing does not.
2.1 When an we have kineti mixing between massless U (1)s?
We now wish to show that kineti -mixing an o ur between anomaly-free U (1)s. To begin
with, note that the amplitude is always proportional to the tra e of the Chan-Paton fa tor
for the U (1)a gauge fa tor tri(ai ). This is also the fa tor for the mass-mixing term, and
so if we wish to avoid a massive gauge eld, the total ontribution for gauge group a must
vanish: if the U (1) Pharge is given by a linear ombination of the tra e U (1) harges on
the branes as Qa = ai Qai ; then we must have either
X
a tr (a ) = 0 ;
(2.13)
i i i
i

or its equivalent for the hidden se tor U (1)s. HoweverPif we are onsidering a U (1)a split
among separate branes, we annot simply fa tor out i ai tri(ai ) from the kineti -mixing
term be ause the integrand depends on the positions (on zijk in other words).
As an example if we have a U (1)a split among separate branes, this an mix with
other U (1) elds. This an also be understood in eld theory as the embedding of the
U (1) as the generator of a broken non-Abelian group; for example for two branes arrying
{ 11 {

naively a U (2) when oin ident, upon splitting there are two U (1) harges Q1 and Q2. The
ombination Q21 + Q22 is anomalous, and orresponds to the U (1) in U (2) = U (1)  SU (2),
while the ombination Q21 Q22 is always non-anomalous and orresponds to the 3 generator
in SU (2).
If there is an orientifolding (whi h is generally required in order to an el tadpoles),
then it is typi ally a ompanied by a re e tion R on the ompa ti ed oordinates whi h
generates orientifold planes and D-brane images. Then we automati ally have pairs of
branes. Under the orientifold a tion, ea h brane i has an image i0 , whi h arries the same
gauge group. The Chan-Paton matri es of the brane and its image are related by
(2.14)
0i =  R1 Ti R ;
where R determines the a tion of the orientifold on the Chan-Paton matri es, and where
the minus (plus) sign is xed by onsisten y of the model, and arises from the odd number
of worldsheet fermions in physi al states imposed by the GSO proje tion. Sin e the relevant
harges ome from tr(i), however, the image branes have harges Qi0 = Qi. For su h
branes sitting on the orientifold we nd a USp(2N )(SO(2N )) gauge group, for N branes
and N images, and note that the tra e generator is in the former ase proje ted out. When
the branes are separated from the orientifold plane, however, while remaining in the same
homology lass6 we automati ally have a non-anomalous U (1). Again this non-anomalous
U (1) an be thought of as oming from a tra eless generator of the symple ti group when
the branes are on top of the orientifold plane. Indeed, in the presen e of an orientifold plane,
the mass-mixing between the U (1)i oming from the hidden brane gets ontributions from
the brane and its image, whi h together will be proportional to tri(i )+tri(0i) = 0. Noti e
that this is independent of whether the visible U (1) in question is itself anomalous: the
U (1) from an isolated D-brane does not get masses from any sour e if it is parallel to an
orientifold plane, but sin e the brane and its image are displa ed it an still kineti ally mix.
In fa t, in a large volume ompa ti ation, the orientifold and the image an be removed to
large distan es and the resulting kineti -mixing would be dominated by the single brane. In
the losed string pi ture, the orientifolding proje ts out the massless modes that transmit
the mass-mixing. A general illustration of this s enario is given in gure 3.
3. Supersymmetri

models

In order to on rm that kineti mixing an indeed o ur between anomaly free and massless
tion, examine self- onsistent (i.e. tadpolefree) global on gurations that have non-vanishing kineti mixing between mutually supersymmetri branes.
A onvenient framework in whi h to onstru t supersymmetri models onsists of a
simple orientifold with D6 branes and O6 planes in type IIA string theory, as reviewed

U (1)s we will now, as promised in the Introdu

6 Su h as where there are translation or Wilson line moduli, or in a separate region of a Calabi-Yau
related to the original by an involution of the ompa t spa e. It is important that the quantum states be
related, otherwise the ontributions to the gauge eld mass between brane and image will not be equal.
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Supersymmetri on guration orresponding to the model in Table 1. Solid lines denote
A sta ks and dashed-dotted lines represent B sta ks. Ea h of these sta ks is separated into A1 , A2 ,
and B1 , B2 in the rst torus only. The orientifold planes are represented by the dashed lines with
arrows. In the rst torus, the two sets of orientifold planes are oin ident. Finally the dots on ea h
of the last two tori show the orbifold xed points (or more pre isely planes).

Figure 4:

in Ref. [24℄. In prin iple, one would like to onstru t an N = 1 model similar to those
of Ref. [62℄, but with hidden U (1)s. However the D6-branes wrap all the internal y les
and typi ally they always interse t. Hen e it is diÆ ult to onstru t N = 1 models with
any hidden se tor. Our main aim here is not to onstru t a realisti model, but rather to
provide a simple proof of on ept in a ompletely supersymmetri set-up, for whi h N = 2
models will be suÆ ient. Su h models orrespond to dimensionally redu ed 6-dimensional
N = 1 models, and so Stu kelberg masses, if they are present, orrespond to the GreenS hwarz anomaly an ellation of 6-dimensional anomalies (the 4-dimensional anomalies in
N = 2 being of ourse zero).
Our general on guration is as follows: we hoose the ten-dimensional spa etime to
be R3;1  T2  (T2  T2 )=Z2, where the Z2 orbifolding is taken to a t on the se ond and
third T2 tori. The tori are all taken to be re tangular. Denoting the omplex oordinates
on the ompa t spa e zi 2 T2i , the orbifold involution a ts as  : (z2 ; z3 ) ! ( z2 ; z3 ).
The orientifold involution is then introdu ed as follows. It onsists of world sheet parity
transformation oupled with a non-holomorphi re e tion R in the internal omplex
ooordinates, R : zk ! zk . The proje tions leave 4  4 = 16 xed points of the Z2 orbifold
(see Fig. 4), and 16 orientifold xed planes (O6-planes), 8 for ea h of the orientifold a tions,
R, R.
This orbifold is a singular limit of the Calabi-Yau manifold T2  K 3. Although we
an al ulate exa tly only in the orbifold limit, we an make ompletely general statements
about how the D6-branes should wrap in order to obtain kineti mixing: we must pla e
our branes on bulk rather than ex eptional y les; the D6 branes must wrap two- y les on
the K 3, and a one- y le on the T2 ; thus both the losed and open string se tors preserve
N = 2 supersymmetry in four dimensions (su h as prior to D-term SUSY-breaking in
{ 13 {

sta k
A
B

gauge group
(n1; m1 )  (n2; m2 )  (n3; m3 )
4 + 4 SU (2)  SU (2); QA1 ; QA2 (1; 0)  (1; 1)  (1; 1)
4 + 4 SU (2)  SU (2); QB1 ; QB2 (1; 0)  (1; 1)  (1; 1)
N

Table 1: Wrapping numbers for a very simple model with kineti mixing. As usual, N ounts
branes plus their orbifold images.

split-supersymmetry models [67℄)7 .
In the al ulable orbifold ase, we may derive rather general expressions for the subsequent kineti mixing before presenting an expli it model (detailed in Table 1 and Fig. 4).
We need only assume that the two massless gauge groups U (1)a and U (1)b ome from two
parallel sta ks of branes ea h, labelled A1; A2 and B1; B2 . In order to not interse t, they
must be parallel to the orientifold plane in torus 1, but not lie upon it ( f. Fig. 4). We
denote the separations from the O6-plane in the torus 1 y , and write Æij  y y .
Note that it is possible to take A2 = A01 (or similarly B2 = B10 ), the image under the
orientifold, but we shall not require this. The harges for the massless ombinations are
given by Qa = N1 1 QA1 N1 2 QA2 = Pi N QA , and similarly for Qb , where NA is the
number of branes in sta k Ai, and QA ; QB = 1. The kineti mixing is then given by
Ai

A

a
i
Ai

A

i

=

X

ij

Bj

i

i

a bQ Q 
i j Ai Bj ij

where [65, 70℄

i

Ai

= 11

12 21 + 22 ;
2

(3.1)

2

Æij2 (L1 )2 
1 ( i2Æij2L10 ; iT10 )
ij =
log
(3.2)
2
23 0 T21 ;
( iT10 )
where ij is the kineti mixing between Ai and Bj ; and IAB is the number of interse tions
between the branes in the non-parallel dire tions, L1 is the length of both branes in the torus
1 in whi h they are parallel, and nally T21 is the Kahler modulus of torus 1, proportional
ga gb
42 IAB



to the produ t of the radii in the ase of re tangular tori. Note that the above an also
be al ulated exa tly by the e e tive supergravity te hniques that will be introdu ed in
the next se tion, sin e supersymmetry ensures that all of the string mass ex itations do
not ontribute. Note also that it is ru ial that the two sta ks of branes preserve a mutual
N = 2 supersymmetry; if they only preserved N = 1 supersymmetry there would be no
dependen e on the separation, and thus we ould not separate mass mixing from kineti
mixing, and if they preserved N = 4 the amplitude would an el. This is, however, merely
a pe uliarity of the very symmetri toroidal orientifold setup that we are using, and the
fa t that we are using D6-branes.
7 Despite the fa t that the kineti mixing an be al ulated exa tly only in the orbifold limit ase, these
statements are valid more generally be ause the al ulation of mixing in N = 2 depends only on the zero
modes, with the massive string ex itations an elling [68, 69℄ - and thus depends only on the interse tion
form on the K 3.
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It is easy to see that for generi values of the brane positions, and in the presen e of
massless fermions, the indu ed mixing would violate the bounds on kineti mixing by many
orders of magnitude. This is be ause, with wrapped D6-branes, one is unable to take a
large volume limit to try and dilute it, and in addition (when the y les wrapped by the
branes and the bulk radii are all of the same order) dilution only o urs for p  5. It is
possible to give a mixing of the order of 10 6 or less by tuning the on guration: suppose
that (y 1 y 2 )  T12 =L1  ls > (y 1 y 2 ), i.e. the branes are pla ed generi ally but
one splitting is mu h larger than the other, ensuring Æij > ls (sin e for small Æij the mixing
grows logarithmi ally). We then nd
B

B

A

=

(y
ga gb
IAB A1
2
4


A

yA2 )(yB1
3 0

yB2 ) (L1 )2
T12



+ O (e

T12 = 0

):

(3.3)

and thus (y 1 y 2 )  10 6 Ll21 . Note that despite the fa t that this distan e is mu h
smaller than the string s ale, the expressions are still valid sin e they are derived from the
omplete CFT, and moreover su h displa ements are quite natural when onsidered from
the eld theory perspe tive sin e they represent a Higgsing of the gauge group by giving a
va uum expe tation value to an adjoint s alar.
As an extremely simple, expli it, example, we present the wrapping numbers for two
sta ks of branes in table 1. The on guration in luding orientifold planes is shown in Fig. 4.
The model has to satisfy a number of onsisten y onditions. First to preserve supersymmetry, the radii of the tori are onstrained. Denoting by i the angle in the ith torus
between the branes and the O6 R -planes, we must have 1 + 2 + 3 = 0; in the present
N = 2 ase we have 1 = 0, whi h leads to
A

s

A

m
m
U2(2) 2 + U2(3) 3
n2
n3

= 0;

(3.4)

where in the re tangular ase the omplex stru ture moduli U (i) = iU2(i) = iR2(i)=R1(i) are
simply the ratio of torus radii. This ondition may trivially be satis ed provided ni=mi is
the same for all the branes up to an overall fa tor. The tadpole an ellation onditions that
must be satis ed are as follows. First we ensure that the R-R (7-form) harge ontribution
from the orientifold planes an els that of the D6-branes. ThePhomology lass of a brane
A with wrappings (ni ; mi ) (where i labels the tori) is [A ℄ = 3i=1 ni [ai ℄ + mi [bi ℄, where
the anoni al [ai ℄ y les orrespond to the Re(zi ) oordinate,Pand the [bi℄ y les to Im(zi ).
The images under the orientifold have homology [A0 ℄ = 3i=1 ni[ai ℄ mi[bi ℄. The O6planes orresponding to R (hen eforth denoted O6 R ), have wrapping numbers (1; 0) 
(1; 0)  (1; 0), and hen e homology [O ℄ = [a1 ℄  [a2℄  [a3℄, while those orresponding to
R (hen eforth O6 R ), have wrapping numbers (1; 0)  (0; 1)  (0; 1), and homology
[O ℄ = [a1℄  [b2 ℄  [b3℄. Their D6 harges are 4, so the tadpole an ellation ondition
is
X
(3.5)
NA ([A ℄ + [A0 ℄) = 4  8([O ℄ + [O ℄) ;
R

R

R

A
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R

whi h, assuming all the branes have m1 = 0, yields only two onstraints on the wrapping
numbers:
X
NA n1An2A n3A = 16;
A

X

A

NA n1A m2A m3A

= 16 :

(3.6)

These onstraints are learly satis ed by the model in table 1. (Supersymmetry then
ensures the an ellation of the NS-NS tadpoles.)
Kineti mixing arises when the sta ks of branes are displa ed from the O6 R -planes
in the rst torus. The ounting goes as follows. Begin with N branes plus their orientifold
images on top of the orientifold plane, and passing through orbifold xed points. As we
move away from the xed points/planes we get images under both the orbifold and the
orientifold, so that we have a U (N=2) gauge group. By further splitting the sta ks in
the rst torus, we obtain two separate U (N=4) gauge groups, and by taking the tra e
generator from ea h, we an form massless U (1) ombinations Qa = N4 (QA1 QA2 ); Qb =
4
N (QB1 QB2 ) as des ribed in se tion 2.1 (where 4 ounts orbifold images). Note that
Stu kelberg masses arise for the orthogonal U (1) ombinations, Qa = N4 (QA1 + QA2 ) and
Qb = N4 (QB1 + QB2 ), as expe ted.
The kineti mixing for this parti ular model is given by 2, with  as in equation (3.3);
note that there is no mixing between the branes and orientifold images, sin e B 0 is parallel
to A (and thus preserves a mutual N = 4 supersymmetry, an elling any mixing), but the
overall fa tor of 2 a ounts for A01 B10 = A1 B1 et . The above expression will be non-zero
provided that the y's are not equal.
We an straightforwardly nd more realisti (although still N = 2) models, in parti ular ones that have massless hypermultiplets (sin e this is what would be required to
dete t the kineti mixing). A tentative model is given in table 2, whi h ontains the
standard-model like group fa tors. Again the branes must be separated from the orbifold
xed points and orientifold planes. This time, the separations in torus one must be su h
that y 1 = y 1 = y 1 , and y 2 = yD . This ensures that there is (non- hiral) matter
harged under the visible gauge groups, and also some harged (only) under the hidden
gauge group Qh. Note that sta k D is split to U (1)h via two U (2)s in the se ond and third
tori; alternatively it ould remain as a sta k of two branes and two images, giving a hidden
massless U (1) and SU (2). On e more there is kineti mixing between massless U (1)s; the
\hyper harge" is given by
1
(3.7)
QY = QA1 QA2 + QC1 :
3
Note that, sin e branes Ci are parallel to the orientifold plane, they automati ally arry
massless gauge groups, and also parti ipate in kineti mixing. (Be ause this is still an
N = 2 model, we will not go on to present the spe trum here.)
The above dis ussion is of ourse for a very simple model, and we would of ourse
like to build more realisti examples with N = 1 supersymmetry that an then be broken,
and genuine hiral matter harged under the orre t gauge groups et . However, if we
A

B

A

B

A

B

C

C
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sta k
A1
A2
B1
C1
D
C2

N

6
2
4
2
4
2

gauge group (n1; m1 )  (n2 ; m2)  (n3; m3 )
SU (3); QA1
(1; 0)  (1; 1)  (1; 1)
QA2
(1; 0)  (1; 1)  (1; 1)
SU (2)
(1; 0)  (0; 1)  (0; 1)
QC1
(1; 0)  (1; 0)  (1; 0)
Qh
(1; 0)  (1; 1)  (1; 1)
QC2
(1; 0)  (1; 0)  (1; 0)

Table 2: Wrapping numbers for a slightly more realisti model.

attempt to realise su h models on a torus with an unresolved orbifold we en ounter some
obstru tions. Sin e we require the an ellation of masses but not of kineti mixing, we
need branes with bulk omponents that are separated between the hidden and visible
U (1) fa tors in order that they are hidden, and also split into sta ks so that they are
massless. Thus, given that the mixing in these models is generi ally large, and that it is
diÆ ult (although not impossible) to obtain a truly hidden se tor, su h models are not
of parti ular interest. More importantly, however, in the urrent paradigm of LARGE
volume [71, 72, 73℄ or KKLT [27℄ models we should onsider a olle tion of D6-branes or
their T-dual in terms of D3 and D7 branes with gauge uxes realising the standard model
gauge group and spe trum to be a mere lo al onstru tion supported in some small region
of a larger manifold. It is from this perspe tive that we see that a truly hidden se tor
separated from the visible one by several string lengths is entirely natural.
Of parti ular interest are models involving (anti) D3-branes that move in the bulk.
These are required for example in the KKLT s enario to uplift to a de Sitter va uum [27, 28℄,
and may even play the role of an in aton. Sin e the harges of the D3-branes an be
an elled by O3-planes (whi h may be well separated from them), uxes or D7-branes
wrapping y les with non-trivial urvature, there should be no reason that they may not
exhibit kineti mixing. If the D3-branes and the branes supporting hyper harge are lo ated
at generi positions in some Calabi-Yau, the nett e e t would be one of volume suppression similar to the at spa e ase [20℄. However in many s enarios, su h as KKLT, the
hyper harge is pla ed at a spe ial position, for example the tip of a warped throat. One
expe ts that this ould drasti ally alter the phenomenon of kineti mixing: not only is the
ba kground now warped, but the uxes that ause the warping also give masses to the very
elds that mediate the kineti mixing. In order to analyse these more general ases, we
shall have to go beyond the at spa e approximation and develop a supergravity approa h.
4. The supergravity

al ulation of kineti -mixing

As a warm-up exer ise for the supergravity approa h, let us rst demonstrate how one an
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obtain the CFT results of se tion 2 using only the e e tive eld theory. Masses mab have
been al ulated in, for example, Refs. [74, 75℄, but we shall extend this approa h to the
omputation of kineti mixing ab . To do this, we onsider the a tion of the brane and the
supergravity elds [76, 77, 78, 79℄:
= p

Z

p
dp+1 xe 

det g + 2 0 F + B
(4.1)


Z
p
p
1

0
2

0


p
+1

g
g (2 ) F F + 2(2 )F B + B B ;
 d xpe
4 pe
s
Z X
A^(42 0 R )
Cq ^ tr exp(2 0 F + B ) ^ ^ 2 0 T ;
(4.2)
SWZ = p
A(4 RN )
Dp q


Z
1
1
10
1
=
2
2
2
2
~
~
SR =
(4.3)
4210 Z d x( det G) jF1 j + jF3 j + 2 jF5 j ;
1 d10 x( det G)1=2 e 2jH3j2 ;
(4.4)
SNS =
4210
where A is a gauge eld, Cq are the R-R forms and B2 is the NS-NS 2-form and the
eld-strengths are de ned as

SDBI

= dA;
Fq+1 = dCq ;
H3 = dB2 ;
F~3 = F3 C0 ^ H3 ;
1 C2 ^ H3 + 1 B2 ^ F3 ;
F~5 = F5
2
2
~
~
10 F5 = F5 :
F

(4.5)

Note that the 2-form F in the rst equation above is the usual F and should not
be onfused with
the R-R eld strength F2 = dC1 in the se ond equation. Also p =
p
1+
2
0
2(4 ) 2 is the brane tension, and 2210 = ( 0 )4 (2)7 .
Already from the Dira -Born-In eld (DBI) a tion (4.1) it is lear that the B - eld an
mediate kineti mixing. In addition, for Dp-branes, a p 1-form Cp 1 ouples in (4.2) to
the gauge elds, whi h an mediate between branes of the same dimensionality.
p

4.1 A simple ase without uxes

The CFT results for kineti mixing, e.g., Eq. (2.12) in the D3-D3 system on a toroidal
ba kground, are appli able for ba kgrounds without ux va uum expe tation values. We
will now al ulate the same results using the supergravity approa h based on the DBI
a tion (4.1).
The verti es for the antisymmetri tensor B and A are
1 2 0 pg 1 (k g k g )Æ(p );
(4.6)
s
2
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for a p-brane of worldvolume p. The propagator for a omponent of B , ;  2 f0; 1; 2; 3g
is straightforward to write down: the diagonal part of the propagator is
2g2 2 X exp[ik6  (y1 y0)℄ :
G ; (k4 ; y0 ; y1 ) = Æ Æ s 10
(4.7)
V6 k
j
k4 j2 + jk6 j2
6
Here k4 and k6 are the 4-dimensional and the transverse 6-dimensional momenta (w.r.t
;  2 f0; 1; 2; 3g of B ), and y1 y0 is the 6-dimensional distan e ve tor in the transverse
spa e.
The B - eld indu ed ontribution to the 2-point fun tion of gauge elds is

3
1
(2
 0 )3 2 0 3 2
1
Æ Æ
2
0
a
b
1
1
2
hA1 A1 iB = ÆAa1 b1 tr1a tr2b 2 0 V (4 ) (4 )
Aa Ab VDp VDp
1 ÆA1
6

Z
X exp[ik6  (yb ya )℄

2
a
a
b
p
3
p
3
+ (k4 AAb k4  A k4  A ) d yd y1
: (4.8)
jk j2
pb

pa

a

a

b

b

6

k6

This is the ontribution from the B - eld only. On the torus, there will also be ontributions
from Cp 1-forms but only if pa = pb. In this ase, for re tangular tori, one an show that for
brane-brane mixing the C -form ontribution is equal and opposite to the B - ontribution,
exa tly an elling it; while for brane-antibrane mixing they are equal in sign and magnitude,
simply multiplying the above by two. To reprodu e the results of Ref. [19℄, onsider braneantibrane mixing on untwisted tori, so that in Neumann-Diri hlet dire tions the integrals
in the above be ome delta fun tions; for p 6= q we obtain
i
h
QNDD
n (y i y i )
6
exp
2

i
X
a
i
=1
b
R
1 l (V V )
;
(4.9)
ab = ga gb tr1 a tr2 b s p +ap b 6
PNDD 2 2 2
2 V6 ls
n
l
=R
s
n
i=1 i
i
i
i

a

b

i

where ls2 = 2 0 , and NDD is the number of Diri hlet-Diri hlet dire tions. For p = q and
parallel brane and antibrane the nal result is twi e the above formula. This agrees with
the results of [19℄ and for p = 3 = q with our earlier CFT-derived Eq. (2.12) (for the D3-D3
system in the present ontext of an untwisted toroidal ba kground).
For more general models, where the ompa t manifold is not a re tangular torus, we
onsider the a tion for a single omponent of B whi h we shall denote , and negle t
the transverse modes (the al ulation for the C - eld being identi al apart from a minor
modi ation to the verti es):
1 Z d4 x Z e 2  1 k2 2 + 1 d(6)  ^ ?6d(6) :
S= 2
(4.10)
24 2
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For a onstant dilaton e 2 = gs 2 , the Green fun tions therefore obey
(k42 + 6)G; (y0; y1 ) = Æ Æ 2210 gs2 Æ(y1 y0);
(4.11)
where 6 = d ?6 d + (dd?6 ) is the Lapla ian on the ompa t manifold. To solve the above,
we may expand in terms of orthogonal, normalised, eigenfun tions n of the Lapla ian (a
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Hermitian operator provided the manifold admits a Hermitian metri ) with eigenvalue n,
in terms of whi h the Green fun tion is
X bn (y1 ) (y1 )
n
G ; = Æ Æ 2210 gs2
n (y0 );
(4.12)
+
n k42
n
where bn(y1 ) is the weight fun tion. Clearly there is a ontribution to the mass term only
when n = 0, and in all the other ontributions, to al ulate the mixing we may set k42 = 0
in the denominator.
Sin e we are only interested in the elds with indi es in the non ompa t dimensions
(that will ouple to the gauge eld) the Green fun tion is treated as a zero-form on the
ompa t spa e. This means that the zero modes of the Lapla ian, being harmoni forms,
are in one to one orresponden e with H 0(M; R): for Calabi-Yau manifolds the only zero
mode is the onstant solution 0. This then implies that the result for the mass mixing in
Eq. (2.11) applies quite generally and is not parti ular to the torus.
As a simple example, we apply this to the ase of a produ t of tilted tori, where the
metri is ds2 = P3=1(2)2 UT22 dz dz and the periodi ities are z  z + 1; z  z + U .
We then have the Lapla ian

(4.13)
6 = i(pg6 g6ij j ) = pg6 (2U)22 T  :
2
The eigenfun tions are easily found to be p1V6 Q e2ip x pe2iq y , where z = x + U y
and x  x + 1; y  y + 1; the weight fun tion is just g6 so we have



 

 

22 g2
G ; = Æ Æ 10 s

2i Im(p (y
0
U
e 2

Q

X

y1 )U  +q (y0 y1 ))
:

 2

(4.14)
+p U j
Using the same verti es as before, we learly obtain the same result as the string al ulation
of kineti mixing in the D3-D3 system found in Eq. (2.12).
V6

p ;q

P

 T2 U2 jq

1

4.2 In lusion of va uum expe tation values for uxes

In type IIB model building it is usually required to in lude va uum expe tation values
(vevs) for the three-form uxes in order to stabilise the moduli, and so in order to go
further, we need to in orporate this into our al ulation of kineti mixing.
Let us begin with a simple observation. The e e t of the uxes in some of the most
interesting ases, in luding KKLT models [27, 28℄, is that the metri is warped in the
vi inity of the standard model branes:
ds2 = e2A(y)  dx dx + e 2A(y) gmn dym dyn :
(4.15)
If we now restri t our attention to (anti) D3-branes then we an immediately see that,
sin e the oupling of the gauge elds to the antisymmetri tensor and the R-R two-form is
lassi ally onformal, the kineti mixing annot depend upon the warp fa tor. Hen e all
of the modi ation to the previous ases will derive from the Green fun tion.
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To pro eed, we split the elds into B2 = B2(4) + B2(6) + B2(46) (and similarly for the twoform C2) where the supers ripts are as follows: (4) indi ates both are spa e-time indi es,
(6) indi ates both (4)are internal,
(46) indi ates one of ea h. As we have mentioned, only
(4)
the omponents B2 ; C2 an mediate the mixing, but now we wish to give a vev to the
omponents B2(6); C2(6) . There may also be a vev for the ve-form eld F5 , but this does
not ontribute { on the other hand, the ontribution of the two-form vevs to F~5 are ru ial.
Importantly, the vevs for B2(6) ; C2(6) generate masses for the two-form elds B2(4) ; C2(4) .
In fa t, from Eqs. (4.1)-(4.4) we an read o the kineti and mass terms for B2 ,


Z
1
1
1
(6)
4
6
2
2
S = 2 d xd y j j + jC2 j jH3(4) j2 + jB2(4) j2 jF3(6) j2
2
8
210
+ j j2 jd(6) B2(4) j2 + 18 jC2(6) ^ d(6) B2(4) j2 ; (4.16)
while for C2 we have similarly


Z
1
1
1
(6)
4
6
2
S = 2 d xd y 1 + jB2 j jF3(4) j2 + jC2(4) j2 jH3(6) j2
8
8
410
+ jd(6) C2(4) j2 + 81 jB2(6) ^ d(6) C2(4) j2 : (4.17)
Thus uxes generate masses for the two-form elds; from the string point of view we have
stabilised the moduli.
Sin e the B2(4); C2(4) elds are now massive this has an e e t on the mixing of the U (1)
fa tors whi h these elds mediate.
Ignoring the non- ompa t dimensions' kineti terms, for a omponent  of C we have


e 2A pg mn
1
1
(6)
(6)
(6)
2
2
2
(4.18)
L = 22 g m n + 8 jB2 ^ d j + 8 jH3 j  ;
10
where the last term is a mass of . We an estimate the magnitude of the e e tive -mass
by onsidering that H3 and F3 are de ned as uxes threading three- y les [28℄,
1 Z H3 = mK ;
(2)2 0 ZA
1
(4.19)
(2)2 0 F3 = eK ;
K

BK

where mK ; eK are integers and K = 1::h3 . Thus we an estimate that

(4.20)
for some integer n and di erent three- y le volumes V3 . Provided that the y les threaded
by the ux are larger than the string s ale, we expe t the se ond term in (4.18) to be less
signi ant, and  should behave like a massive s alar with a hara teristi length given by
L  V3 =(nls2 ), i.e. the Green fun tions for the two-form elds behave as
2
G ; (y) / Æ Æ e ynl =V3 :
(4.21)
H3 ; F3  nls2=V3 ;

s
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The resulting intera tion is a \Yukawa type" intera tion (whose exponential form derives
from the mass of the mediating s alar and has nothing to do with the warping). Thus
we expe t to be able to probe mu h of the ompa t manifold; for V3 of O(100) we an
probe O(1000) string length distan es. Note that the three- y les that are threaded will
usually be di erent for H3 and F3 . If one of them is mu h smaller (or the uxes larger) as
is usually the ase, then the orresponding two-form is subdominant in the generation of
kineti mixing.
With the full dependen e on uxes to hand, we now pro eed to onsider spe i warped
models where we an solve the equations exa tly, in order to verify the general behaviour
anti ipated above. We will onsider two ases. The rst in the following se tion is a simpli ed Randall-Sundrum model whi h demonstrates that the kineti mixing is independent
of the warping but depends only on the indu ed mass via the Green fun tion. The se ond
model is the more \realisti " ase of kineti mixing in the Klebanov-Tseytlin throat.
5. Randall-Sundrum models

Randall-Sundrum (RS) models [25, 26℄ involve branes embedded in a sli e of AdS5. They
may be onsidered as dimensionally redu ed string models, or as legitimate phenomenologi al models in their own right. Sin e they involve a warped hidden dimension, they are
andidates for use as a toy for examining kineti mixing in a non-trivial ba kground, but
still with hope of tra tability. Some related work has been performed in [80, 81, 82℄, under
the assumption that the matter elds are not on ned to the branes but have wavefun tions
extending throughout the fth dimension. In their ase, there were no additional elds,
sin e the wavefun tion overlaps ontributed to kineti mixing. We shall rather onsider a
more string-inspired s enario, where matter elds are on ned to branes, and thus shall
introdu e a string-inspired B - eld. The metri for the model is taken to be
ds2 = e 2kjyj dx dx + dy2 ;
(5.1)
with k a parameter of the order of the Plan k s ale.
We shall onsider the standard model brane to be a D3-brane at a position y = 0 in the
hidden dimension, and a hidden brane at some position y1 = R. We shall suppose that
there is a massless U (1) eld supported upon ea h, and shall then al ulate the mixing.
(More generally, we ould onsider several branes with the U (1) split between them so as
to make non-anomalous ombinations; the mixing would then be given by al ulating the
mutual di eren es.) The Lagrangian of our model is taken to be
L = Lbulk + LD3 + LD3;
3Z 1
1
5
d
B ^ 5 dB + m2 B ^ 5 B;
Lbulk = M
4
2g Z 2
2
1
1
LD3 = 4g2 2 0 F ^ 4 B + (21 0 )2 B ^ 4 B;
D3
LD3 = LD3 :
(5.2)
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Here we have introdu ed a B - eld whi h will mediate the mixing. The oupling of the
B - eld to the gauge eld is spe i ed by the Dira -Born-Infeld a tion, but we should point
out that it is ne essary to introdu e three parameters into the model: the oupling of the
kineti term M5, the mass-like parameter m and the string mass. If we imagine the above
to be derived from a string model, then we expe t M5 to be related to Plan k's onstant
and the volume of the ompa ti ation, and m to be determined by the uxes; the string
s ale however generally exists as a free parameter to be determined by experiment. It is
tempting to relate the M5 oupling to the parameters already extant in the RS s enario;
we shall examine the onsequen es of this later.
To al ulate the mixing, as already mentioned we require the Green fun tion, and thus
we derive the (very simple) equations of motion




+ 5 5
(5.3)
However, from the above a tion we also nd boundary onditions for the B - eld at the
brane:
4
(4) Ms B (4) j
= 0:
(5.4)
y B
M53  y=0;R
Sin e we shall e e tively be nding a one-dimensional Green fun tion, these onditions
be ome important; if we were onsidering a higher dimensional model we ould negle t
them and onsider only the periodi boundary onditions of the ompa t spa e.
(4) = 0 :
m2 B

e2kjyj   

5.1 Green fun tions in one dimension

The Green fun tions are straightforward to nd for the above a tion, and the result is
a propagator that a tually dies more rapidly than the equivalent RS solution at large
distan es. The pro edure for omputing them is adapted from Ref. [81℄8 as follows. Let
G(y; y0 ) = Æ(y y0 )
(5.5)
de ne the Green fun tion (note the loss of translational invarian e due to the positions of
the branes). Now de ompose it into \advan ed" and \retarded" omponents:
G(y; y0 ) = (y y0 )G> (y; y0 ) + (y0 y)G< (y; y0 ) ;
(5.6)
where G>; G< satisfy the homogeneous equation, and we must impose mat hing onditions
at y = y0. Writing this as
y (f (y)y G(y; y0 )) h(y)G(y; y0 ) = k(y)Æ(y y0 )
(5.7)
(with the redundan y deliberate) we obtain the ontinuity ondition G> (y; y) = G<(y; y),
and
k
y G> (y; y) y G< (y; y) = ;
(5.8)
2f

8 In fa t, they derived the propagator for the Randall-Sundrum model at general positions in the bulk
at nite momenta. It is possible to extra t the information we need from their equation (62) in Ref. [81℄
by setting the momentum and the parameter s to zero. However, it is a tually easier and more transparent
to rederive the expression we need.
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whi h sets the normalisation of the propagator. We now solve by separation of variables:
G< (y; y0 )  A< (y0 )G~ < (y);
G> (y; y0 )  A> (y0 )G~ > (y);
(5.9)
to nd the equations
k
A< (y)G~ 0< (y) A> (y)G~ 0> (y) = ;
2f
A< (y)G~ < (y) A> (y)G~ > (y) = 0:
(5.10)
These allow us to nd the A fun tions. Now, what we desire is G(y0 ; y1 ), where y0; y1 are
the oordinates of the branes. This is given by A<(y1 )G~ <(y0 ), but these ontain values at
the boundaries: our boundary onditions are
 G~ < (y0 ) = rG~ < (y0 );
 G~ > (y1 ) = sG~ > (y1 );
(5.11)
and we then nd the result
k
G~ < (y0 )
G(y0 ; y1 ) = (y1 ) ~ 0
(5.12)
2f G< (y1) sG~ < (y1) :
This is parti ularly simple to solve numeri ally; we simply solve one homogeneous equation
for G~ <(y) with initial onditions
G~ < (y0 ) = C;
G~ 0< (y0 ) = rC;
(5.13)
and the result is independent of the hoi e of C .
For the massive RS a tion, we an a tually solve exa tly to obtain
4g 2
1  1 :
(5.14)
G(y0 ; y1 ) = 3
M5 m sinh mR 1 M6 8 2
M5 m
This gives mixing
32M 4 1  1  :
 = ga gb 3 s
(5.15)
M5 m sinh mR 1 M6 8 2
M5 m
It is tempting to identify M5 with M from the existing RS parameters, where e kR =
MSUSY =MPl , (so kR  16log 10  37), MPl2  M 3 =k. We also make the assumption
that Mps8=(M56 m2 ) is small. For on reteness, we will take an intermediate string mass of
Ms = MSUSY MPl . This gives
32 Ms4 R 1
  ga gb
Pl M 2 m sinh mR
log MMSUSY
Pl
2
32  MSUSY R 1 :
(5.16)
 ga gb 37
m
sinh mR
s

s
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In the limit that mR  1, we have
  ga gb 

2
MSUSY
:
m2

(5.17)

For gauge ouplings of order unity, we see that values of m  104 MSUSY leads to a mixing
that is observable in the near future. Comparing this to equation (4.20), if the ux mass is
related to a three- y le in some ompa t spa e we should have typi al length for a wrapping
y le of O(102 ls).
In the opposite limit, mR  1, one gets the expe ted exponential suppression due to
the non-zero mass:
M2
  ga gb  SUSY
(mR) e mR :
(5.18)
m2
Thus in RS ba kgrounds the kineti mixing an reasonably take any value between zero
and the experimental limits, depending on the on guration.
6. Kineti

mixing on the Klebanov-Tseytlin throat

We now turn to an example of a Calabi-Yau manifold for whi h the metri is known, the
Klebanov-Tseytlin throat [83, 84℄. This is a model of a warped throat region, as found
in KKLT models [27℄. In this model, there are ux va uum expe tation values, but the
ba k rea tion of the ux upon the metri is not fully in luded. It an thus be seen as
an approximation to the Klebanov-Strassler solution [85℄, where we introdu e by hand an
\infrared" uto rs to model the e e t of removing the oni al singularity; there is also an
\ultraviolet" uto r0 in both models to render the solution ompa t (so that rs < r < r0 ).
In the near-horizon limit it redu es to an RS model, and so we might expe t a similar
exponential damping e e t to o ur here. Let us now see if this is the ase.
Consider the metri on a general one:
ds2 = h 1=2 (r) dx dx + h1=2 (r)(dr2 + r2 ds2M )

(6.1)

where M is Sasaki-Einstein maifold. If we put a uto at some large radius r0 we an
onsider the above to be part of a larger ompa t Calabi-Yau manifold (hen eforth the
bulk). If we wish to use this as a parti le physi s model, we must then in lude uxes to
stabilise the various omplex stru ture moduli, whi h will warp the throat. Moreover, we
must onsider how to embed the standard model on branes: we may have either D3-branes
at the singularity [86℄ (where we must generalise the above, with for example an orbifold
proje tion) or D3/D7 branes wrapping appropriate y les elsewhere, either in the throat or
the bulk, with D3-branes at the tip [71, 72, 73℄ (whi h an uplift an AdS va uum to a dS
one). Consisten y of the model also requires orientifold planes, but they may be present
either at the tip of the throat or in the bulk, in the latter ase ne essitating an image
throat.
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The metri on the Klebanov-Tseytlin
solution is ( onventionally written in the Einstein
p
2
2
frame, de ned by dsEinstein = gsds )
81(gs M 0 )2 log r=rs
h(r) =
8r4
0
2
2
2
= 27( ) (2gs N + 3(gs M 8) r4log(r=r0 ) + 3(gs M ) =4) ;
where M is the number of fra tional D5 branes wrapped on a ompa t S 3  T 1;1 at the
tip of the throat, and
1
ds2M = ds2T 1 1 =
9
;

d

+

2
X
i=1

os idi

!2

2
X
1
+6
i=1



di2 + sin i d2i :

(6.2)

To al ulate the kineti mixing, we onsider the dynami s of the R-R two-form9 , C2(4) .
We start from the a tion (4.17), and make the assumption that in the throat region, the
radial Kaluza-Klein modes are mu h less signi ant that the longitudinal modes; this is
reasonable sin e the throat will be long and thin. Again writing  for a omponent of C ,
the a tion for the relevant term then redu es to
Z
1
1
1
S=
(6.3)
d4 xr r (jdrj2 + jB2(6) ^ drj2 ) + 2 jH3(6) j2 :
2
8
8
4g 
s 10

The va uum expe tation values for the uxes are taken to be
0

= M2 !3;
3g M 0 dr ^ !2;
H3 = s
2r
3
gs M 0
B2 =
2 log(r=r0) !2;

(6.4)

= (d + os 1 d1 + os 2d2 ) ^ !2;
1
!2 = (sin 1 d1 ^ d1 + sin 2 d2 ^ d2 );
2
!2 ^ !3 = 54Vol(T 1;1 );
3  (dr ^ ! ) :
!3 =
2
r 6

(6.5)

F3

where
!3

The a tion then be omes
33 (M 0 )2 gs Z
S=
4210

1

d4 xdr r r (2r log r=rs + r(log r=r0 )2 ) + 2 :
r

(6.6)

9 The dynami s of the B - eld is ompli ated by its oupling to C (6) , whi h admits no globally smooth
2
vev due to the non- ompa t nature of the onifold. If desired, the same analysis an be performed in the
large distan e limit, giving a similar, but ru ially not identi al, result.
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Brane Displa ement
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Mixing on the onifold varying with distan e of the hidden brane, y1 = log(r1 =rs ), up
to the mouth of the throat at y1 = 16. (M is the number of fra tional D5 branes wrapped on a
ompa t S 3  T 1;1 at the tip of the throat.)
Figure 5:

Using the variable y = log r=rs, we then have
33 (M 0 )2 gs Z d4 xdy y y (2y + (y y0)2 ) + 2 :
(6.7)
S=
4210
Note that in the small distan e limit, this be omes the equation for a Randall-Sundrum
model with a onstant mass - eld, with
M53 33 (M 0 )2 gs 2
y ;
=
g2

210

0

and m2 = y0 2 (note that the dimensions are di erent). This is quite indi ative: in the
Klebanov-Tseytlin throat the e e tive mass is smaller than 1, and moreover for branes in
the throat the separation will never ex eed the inverse mass { so we do not expe t a large
suppression.
Using the analysis for the solution of Green fun tions, we nd no onta t terms on the
brane, and the boundary ondition is just that y  = 0 at the branes. We then nd
1
32
G~ < (ys )
(6.8)
ab = ga gb 2
3M 4y1 + 2(y1 y0)2 ) G~ 0< (y1) ;
where the hidden brane is pla ed at y1 = log(r1 =rs). The homogeneous solutions an be
easily found numeri ally; a graph is given in Fig. 5. Again, the mixing is mu h larger than
might naively have been expe ted; the Klebanov-Tseytlin throat is omparable to the RS
model in the mR  1 limit. On e the ba krea tion of the uxes be omes important, one
might expe t an exponential damping of the propagation similar to the mR  1 limit
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of the RS model. Therefore in general warped throat on gurations it is not possible to
pla e an upper or lower bound on the size of the kineti mixing between branes: there may
indeed be an experimental signal to observe.
7. Con lusions

We have shown that models with massless hidden U (1)s an be found in string theory, and
argued that they are natural for ertain lasses of ba kgrounds. These massless hiddense tor U (1)s an nevertheless have observable and experimentally testable e e ts be ause
they will typi ally mix with the ordinary photon via a so- alled kineti mixing term. Using
onformal eld theory and supergravity te hniques we have al ulated these e e ts. The
latter method an be used even when uxes are in luded to stabilise the moduli. Moreover,
we have demonstrated that in general kineti mixing is non-zero even if all the U (1)s
involved are anomaly free and therefore massless. This fa ilitates extremely sensitive tests
in a variety of urrent and near future low-energy experiments.
The size of the kineti mixing is model-dependent. Yet, for generi parameter values,
it is often within rea h of urrent and near future experiments. There is thus the real
possibility that an experimental signal will be observed soon that would give deep insights
into the parti ular string theory ba kground upon whi h we may live. Alternatively, new
stronger bounds will ru ially ex lude many models. We believe that it is thus worthwhile
to examine future models for su h elds and the kineti mixing between them.
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A. Remarks on the D3-D3 system

We may wish to follow the pro edure outlined in the se tion 2 for onstru ting a massless
U (1) eld from two sta ks of branes applied to the D3-D3 system, and start with two
sta ks: one of two D3-branes, one of two D3-branes. We onsider the ompa t spa e to
be a six-torus, but the dis ussion regarding the masses applies to any manifold. We then
split these into four sta ks, giving four gauge elds A = fA1a ; A2a ; A1b ; A2b g. Due to the
mutual supersymmetries preserved, there is only kineti /mass mixing between the branes
and antibranes, not amongst themselves. However, a ru ial di eren e between this system
and one of purely branes is that there are un an elled NS-NS tadpoles, and thus we have
a non-zero ontribution to the mass from the planar diagrams (with both vertex operators
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on one boundary). The planar and non-panar masses are given by
X
m2planar = tr(ia ia ) tr( bj )m2 ;
j
j
b

(A.1)
= tr(ia )tr( )m2 ;
where m2 is given by equation (2.11). Thus we an write the Lagrangian as
L  21 (A ) (M) (A ) 41g2 (F ) (X ) (F  ) ;
(A.2)
where
1
0
4m2 0 m2 m2
B
2 2
2 C
B 0 4m m m C
(A.3)
M=B
C
 m2 m2 4m2 0 A
m2 m2 0 4m2
and
0
1
1 0 11 12
B
0
1
21 22 C
C
X =B
:
(A.4)
B
 11 21 1
A
0 C
12 22 0
1
Note that upon diagonalising M, we nd no massless U (1)s; all four elds be ome massive,
with masses multiples of m2 . Note also the presen e of the diagonal mass terms from the
planar diagrams. This is a new feature present when we have broken supersymmetry, and
if we analyse the supergravity al ulation we nd that it arises from a dilaton tadpole.
This o urs be ause of the un an elled NS-NS harges present.
m2non planar
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